Respond to Reviewers’ Comments

Editor in Chief
We are pleased to inform you that, after preview by the Editorial Office and peer review as well as CrossCheck and Google plagiarism detection, we believe that the academic quality, language quality, and ethics of your manuscript (Manuscript NO.: 76727, Basic Study) basically meet the publishing requirements of the World Journal of Stem Cells. As such, we have made the preliminary decision that it is acceptable for publication after your appropriate revision. Upon our receipt of your revised manuscript, we will send it for re-review. We will then make a final decision on whether to accept the manuscript or not, based upon the reviewers’ comments, the quality of the revised manuscript, and the relevant documents.

Answer: Thanks for all the suggestions. We have checked our manuscript with full professional proficiency according to the editorial policy of this journal, in which the answers for the reviewer’s questions are attached as “Respond to Reviewers’ Comments”.

Reviewer 1
The manuscript by Li et al., was a relatively comprehensive study on the roles of the genes regulations of the bone marrow cells. The authors seemed to focus on the stem cell differentiation and tested the molecular and cellular changes in the obesity of the mice. Experiments were well performed, and data was well collected. Due to experimental design issues, the article might be more suitable for more specific journals. There were some significant concerns:

1. The evaluation of the normal development should be considered.

Answer: Thanks for your suggestion. We have already added this section in the Results (Among the male offspring, their body weight and mental state at weaning were not significantly different among the NC-C, DC-HFD, LC-HFD, NC-HFD and HC-HFD groups (Figure 1A)). Besides, our previous studies also had confirmed that maternal NC, LC, and HC intake groups did not affect the normal development of their offspring.

Reference:
2. Calcium-dependent genes in diseases should be referenced (such as DOI: 10.3389/fpsyt.2020.00080).

**Answer:** Thanks for your comments. Previously, we had not found any significant results of the calcium-dependent genes among maternal different calcium intake groups (DC, LC, NC and HC), which could be caused by the same dietary with normal contents of calcium after weaning.

3. The fat deposition was mentioned (such as in Discussion section Lines 419-420 but not directly tested/measured.

**Answer:** Thanks for your comments. We have already modified this section (Lines 419-420) in the Discussion as following: maternal calcium dysfunction could directly affect the fat synthesis and metabolism of their offspring, which come from the studies performed in the animal models, which were also proved in our results.

4. The “lineage-specific commitment” (Line 440) and related concept were logical unclear.

**Answer:** Thanks for your advice. We have already modified this section (Line 440) in the Discussion according to the references as following: lineage-tracing studies in the animal models suggested that there were two-step phases in the adipogenic differentiation, including the specific preadipocyte formation (from MSCs to preadipocyte) and terminal adipocyte maturation (from preadipocyte to mature adipocytes).

**Reference**

5. How the other MSCs (from different origins) were affected should be studied.

**Answer:** Thanks for your criticism. Firstly, as the reference, there are many types of MSCs according to their different sources in the C57BL/6 mice, including the umbilical cord mesenchymal stem cells (ucMSCs), placental mesenchymal stem cells (pMSCs), bone marrow mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) and adipose stromal cells (ADSCs), in which the BMSCs and ADSCs are main MSCs by considering the convenience of obtaining the biological materials. However, the dietary intervention in this study is before the weaning, so we chose the BMSCs as the mainly results. Secondly, we have already added this limitation in the Discussion (Furthermore, there were still some limitations in this study: Firstly, it requires a more complicated and explicit mechanism procedure including the Western blot. Secondly, this conclusion should be verified in the other MSCs and other animal models to ensure its feasibility and effectiveness).

6. The study can at least describe the female offspring scientifically.
Answer: Thanks for your suggestion. We have already added this section in the Methods. The reasons that we only selected the male offspring as the experimental subjects were as follows:

Firstly, the male mice, not the female mice, are routinely used to study the metabolic diseases such as the development of obesity.

Reference:

Secondly, our previous study had proved that “there is a sex-specific manner for maternal calcium requirement to inhibit the progress of offspring NAFLD, that might be less for the female offspring (0.25%) and more for the male offspring (0.70%)”. So the existing animal model is feasible for the male offspring (0.70%-NC group). However, the classification of these groups with different dietary calcium intake (DC, LC, NC and HC groups) is inappropriate for the female offspring, which still needs to be further discussed in the future.

Our study:

7. It is noted that the weaning may affect the results. It needs to be solved.

Answer: Thanks for your criticism. Firstly, we will try to explore the impacts of different calcium interventions during the pregnancy and after weaning on the health of their male offspring in the future. Then, the aim of our study was to present the efficient possibility to derive the hyperplastic adipogenesis from bone mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs) by regulating the gene expression profiles through to adulthood. In our study, the male offspring were with the same feeding and dietary environments except that only the dietary calcium intake during the pregnancy was inconsistent, which might verify the aim of this study and play a significant role on providing certain scientific data for the human researches.
8. In the BMSCs experimental results in Table 1 and related design, cells need to be characterized. The statistics is unclear, and it may need re-analyzing.

**Answer:** Thanks for your suggestion. The BMSCs have been characterized in both Table 1 and Figure S1, in which $1 \times 10^6$ BMSCs were used in the DC, LC, NC and HC groups to measure the percentage of BMSCs with the related antibodies(Sca-1, CD90, CD31, CD29, CD34, CD45, and CD49d ). Besides, all these above results were re-analyzed in the Methods section by the $\chi^2$ test.

**Reviewer:** 2

I would like to congratulate the authors for this manuscript. The study is interesting and brings new perspective. I have some comments about the manuscript:

1. Materials and methods/experimental procedures: Please add brief description or reference from previous study (if any) regarding the calcium percentage determination in the reproductive diets (0.05%, 0.25%, 0.70%, 1.20%) in relation to table 2 (the diet formula) for better understanding.

**Answer:** Thanks for your suggestion. We have already added this contents in the Table 1.

Both previous and our researches in the animal models had shown that dietary calcium concentrations were ranged from 0.4% to 1.0% to promote the normal growth and development. Besides, the dietary calcium at a concentration of 0.02% would cause the delay on the growth. For the diets we used, total calcium contents were 0.25%, 0.7% and 1.2% respectively in the low-, normal- and high- calcium diets, including 1.8, 6.3 and 11.4 g of calcium added and calcium in the casein respectively. Furthermore, we used the 0.7% calcium as normal diet, which was slightly higher than 0.57% in the breeding AIN-93G diet. Thus, the calcium concentration at 0.25% in the LC diet represented an insufficient level instead of deficient for typical breeding diets, while its concentration at 1.2% in the HC diet was calcium-excessive. And the calcium in the casein was 0.05% as the deficient- calcium diet.

**Reference**

2. Please add the rats' initial maternal body weight for all the groups that were used in the study.

**Answer:** As shown in the Figure S1-A and Methods, the four weeks old C57BL/6N female mice were obtained from Beijing Vital River Laboratory Animal Technology and housed at the animal facilities in the laboratory animal center of Academy of Military Medical Sciences (As the 0.0 month in the Figure S1-A). The mice were randomly divided into four groups and fed with the reproductive deficient (0.05%), low (0.25%), normal (0.70%) and high-calcium (1.20%) diets respectively for 6 weeks, then the remaining female mice were mated with 10-week-old C57BL/6N male mice to create their male offspring (As the 1.5 months in the Figure S1-A). The body weights were not significant differences among the four groups from the initial feeding to 6 weeks (1.5 months).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Months</th>
<th>0.05%</th>
<th>0.25%</th>
<th>0.70%</th>
<th>1.20%</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>12.38±0.77</td>
<td>12.72±1.38</td>
<td>12.43±0.82</td>
<td>12.43±0.80</td>
<td>0.985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>17.55±0.86</td>
<td>17.27±0.71</td>
<td>17.40±0.43</td>
<td>17.45±0.48</td>
<td>0.904</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>18.72±0.78</td>
<td>19.50±1.00</td>
<td>18.37±0.88</td>
<td>19.12±0.26</td>
<td>0.756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>19.65±0.86</td>
<td>20.65±0.56</td>
<td>20.08±0.36</td>
<td>20.00±0.65</td>
<td>0.342</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure S1-A. Effects of different dietary calcium intake on the body weight among the mother mice.](image)

3. Line 148: "the low-fat diet", does this supposed to be "the normal diet" as the control group (NC-C)? please clarify.

**Answer:** Thanks for your advice. We have already modified the Line 148 in the Experimental Procedures section: the normal diet (4.3% fat by weight, 10% kcal, No. H10010).

4. Line 151: For animal termination, was inhalation of carbon dioxide the only method used or was additional anesthetic agent administered to the rats? if yes please clarify.
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**Answer:** Thanks for your advice. We have already modified the Line 151 in the Experimental Procedures section: The blood samples were collected through the eye-drop, then they were inhalation of carbon dioxide to minimize the animal pain. So all mice were inhalation of carbon dioxide as the only method used in this study.

5. Line 152: please clarify "blood samples were collected through eye-drop to minimize their suffering under the 12-hour fasting", does this means the blood samples were collected retro-orbitally? or other method was used, please specify.
**Answer:** Thanks for your criticisms. We have already modified this section in the manuscript: The blood samples were collected through the eye-drop, then they were inhalation of carbon dioxide to minimize the animal pain.

6. Please make sure to use SI units according to guidelines for authors.
**Answer:** Thanks for your advice. We have already modified the SI units according to guidelines for authors.

7. There are several mistyped words and lack of space between words in several sentences, please double check thoroughly. Mistyping of "resistin" are found in line 333, 341, 342, 343, 345, 447, 453, and 507. Line 153: rpm/min does it means r/min? please make sure there are no mistyped words.
**Answer:** Thanks for your criticism. We have already modified all the mistyped words in the whole manuscript, including the "resistin" and “r/min”.

**Reviewer 3**

1. Why were male offspring selected as experimental subjects?
**Answer:** Thanks for your criticism. The reasons that we selected the male offspring as the experimental subjects were as follows:

Firstly, the male mice, not the female mice, are routinely used to study the metabolic diseases such as the development of obesity.

**Reference:**


Secondly, our previous study had proved that “there is a sex-specific manner for maternal calcium requirement to inhibit the progress of offspring NAFLD, that might be less for the female offspring (0.25%) and more for the male offspring (0.70%)”. So the existing animal model is feasible for the male offspring (0.70%-NC group). However, the classification of these groups with different dietary calcium intake (DC, LC, NC and HC groups) is inappropriate for the female offspring, which still needs to be further discussed in the future.

**Our study:**


2. The experiment uses NC as the control group. It is better to compare the NC, DC, LC, and HC groups with each other and discuss their differences.

**Answer:** Thanks for your suggestion. We have already compared the differences in the NC, DC, LC, and HC groups with each other and added this contents in the Discussion. Besides, our previous studies also had confirmed that the differences among the NC, DC, LC, and HC groups were more obvious after high fat induction, so we mainly described these contents in our manuscript according to the results in our previous references.

**Reference:**


3. Only the results of qPCR cannot fully prove the changes of adipogenic differentiation, osteogenic differentiation and Wnt pathways. It is recommended to supplement the Western blot results of key genes.

**Answer:** Thanks for your suggestion. It is the most important limitation in our research, then we have done the following improvements to make up this limitation as much as possible.

Firstly, we have already modified the Conclusion in our manuscript to demonstrate that there were certain correlations between the adipogenic differentiation and related gene expression of many genes in the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway. **Conclusion section:** These above results suggested that dietary...
abnormal calcium intake in early life might program the adipogenic differentiation potential of BMSCs, which was related with the abnormal expression of many genes in the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway to reserve more preadipocytes.

Meanwhile, it has been found that the mRNA expressions in the genes on the adipogenic proliferation, differentiation and Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway are accompanied with the changes of their expressions using the Western blots according to the existing literature, by which the conclusion of this study is meaningful and credible. In this condition, the specific mechanism especially the Western blot results of key genes will need to be further explored.

Reference:

Finally, the expressions of existing genes on the adipogenic proliferation, differentiation and Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway in the BMSCs and adipose tissues were still unclear. However, we recently had not found any consistent and significant results in our experiments for their low expressions. Meanwhile, we still tried to determine the expressions of key genes (PPARY, C/EBPα, Runx2, CTNNB1, Wnt5a and Gsk3β) using the Western blots by improving the experimental conditions and antibody brands. Sincerely, we hope that we can further analyze and deal with this limitation in the future, which could be communicated and exchanged with you by email.

4. Please reflect the second part of the results-"Maternal abnormal dietary calcium intake could cause the disorders of the infiltration of immune cells in the adipose tissues among their male offspring" in the discussion.
Answer: Thanks for your advice. We have already added the second part of the results in the Discussion as our previous study.